We here at ORGA wish everyone good luck as classes begin this month! Check out the awesome grant opportunities we have to share this month, including a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts for research in the arts, grants from National Endowment for the Humanities for digital applications of the humanities, and new grants from the Simons Foundation for research mathematics, physics, and computer sciences.

What kinds of grants opportunities do you want us to find? Let us know by emailing us at grants@cofc.edu.

See the Funding Opportunities Spreadsheet for upcoming and future grant opportunities!

Contact the ORGA staff with grant and research compliance-related inquiries at grants@cofc.edu and/or compliance@cofc.edu

Tricky Fringe Rates?
Confused which is the correct fringe rate to use for your proposal budget? The ORGA website has a Facts, Figures, and Rates page to help you prepare and create your budgets with more efficiency!

ARTS

National Dance Production Grant from the New England Foundation for the Arts: Pre-Application MAR 2024 (anticipated)

The National Dance Project Production Grant supports professional choreographers, dancer, or dance companies that are based in the U.S. for touring of a dance production and/or the creation of a new dance project. The grants funds $45,000 for creation of new dance project, $10,000 for general operating support for artist/company, $11,500 for production residency and/or community engagement plans, $35,000 to support a U.S. tour of work. Pre-Application March 2024 (date announced in September 2023).

Research Awards from the National Endowment for the Arts: Due MAR 2024

The Research Awards supports to programs Research Grants in the Arts and NEA Research Labs. The Research Grants funds research of the value and/or impact of the arts as individual component of the U.S. ecology, how they interact with each other, and/or other areas of American society. The opportunity funds $20,000 to $100,000 with cost share. NEA Research Labs funds multidisciplinary research teams with a focus on social and behavioral sciences for empirical insights about the benefits of the arts and non-arts sectors. This opportunity funds $100,000 to $150,000 with cost share. The application deadline is March 27, 2024 (anticipated).

HEALTH SCIENCES

Research Project Grant from the National Insititutes of Health: Due 7 MAY 2024

NIH Research Project Grant (Parents R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed) supports proposals that are discrete and very specific areas of study that are of particular interest of the investigator(s). In addition, the proposal must be related to the programmatic interests allowed by the NIH. This opportunity does not accept proposals with clinical trial(s). Funding amount is dependent on the scope of work and proposal. Application deadline is May 7, 2024.
Institutes for Advanced Topics in the Humanities from the National Endowment for the Humanities: Due 15 FEB 2024

Institutes for Advanced Topics in the Digital Humanities funds programs that support national or regional (multi-state) training programs for scholars, humanities professionals, and advanced graduate students to focus on digital applications of the humanities. The NEH encourages proposals that are multidisciplinary and have multiple partners. In addition, proposals should focus on how technology, new tools, and approaches to humanities can advance the humanities. The grants award up to $250,000 for up to 36 months. The optional application draft is due December 15, 2023, and the final deadline is February 15, 2024.

Fellowships for Digital Publication from the National Endowment for the Humanities: 17 APR 2024

The Fellowships for Digital Publication supports individual scholars with interpretive research projects. The expected output of the award is digital resources or publications. Traditional print or e-book publication will not be considered for this opportunity. The digital publication of research must be integral to the proposal. Examples include monographs, peer-reviewed articles, websites, virtual exhibitions, translations with annotations or critical apparatus or critical editions. This opportunity funds up to $5,000 per month for six to twelve months. Full proposal deadline is April 17, 2024 (anticipated).

FULBRIGHT

The Fulbright Program’s 2024-25 competition is open and is hosting events to share details about the U.S. Scholar Program, awards and the application process. Register using the following links for the Open Forum on the Fulbright U.S. Scholar Application:

August 26: August Open Forum on the Fulbright U.S. Scholar Application

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for daily updates on funding opportunities and tips!